choosing to remain or keep in ignorance of. That which could provide data for investigation goes relatively unnoticed. To cite the most obvious example, Eastern religious and medical approaches are almost totally ignored by our own orthodoxies.
Yet beyond the walls ofour theological and medical schools, ofour churches and doctors' offices, are many persons who purport to heal the soul and the body better than those within-and thousands of people who go to them in preference to the ministrations of our own orthodox practices. Undoubtedly the faith of many of these people is misplaced. As they present themselves to us with broken spirits and bodies, our pity and anger are aroused-but perhaps less our understanding. Like the priests in Solomon's Temple, our view of unorthodoxy may bias us against seeing where it most seriously challenges orthodoxy, while highlighting only what can be most responsibly discredited. This is no way to practice a service vocation, let alone investigate its conceptual basis. The real loss comes in ruling out a priori the very theory or practice that might enrich our own, simply because, like the Temple priests, we have not developed the sensitivity for distinguishing between truth in orthodox dress and truth in less familiar contexts. Unless modern medicine finds a way to handle this dilemma, its temple may also fall for lack of understanding.
The "Alternate Forms ofHealing" lecture series at the Yale University School of Medicine was born out of such concerns. In the opening lecture Robert McLellan described historical and social factors influencing why some medical practices become "orthodox" and others "unorthodox." The distinction hinges not entirely upon relative scientific merit or patient benefit. As a student of medicine he was disturbed by this finding. He also wondered why so many Americans sought out unorthodox healers. Recognizing my similar interests, Mr. McLellan asked me to be his academic thesis advisor on the topic of alternate forms ofhealing. As we discussed the subject area, it became apparent to us both that it deserved more than hardbound covers on a remote library shelf. So the idea ofa lecture series was born.
We asked a group of interested students and faculty to join us as a planning committee [2] . From our meetings emerged a consensus that the primary aim should be educative. As much as possible we have picked our speakers and our audience to enhance learning in a medical context. Hence, most speakers selected were both scientifically trained and versed in one of the unorthodox healing arts. Our publicity was directed almost entirely within the New Haven medical community. The lectures were located at the medical school itself to concretize our conviction that serious discussion of healing properly belongs within a medical school. The interest of this Journal in considering papers from the series for publication provided a further opportunity to carry on productive discussion within the medical community.
